Perennials

Baloskion tetraphyllum ‘BUNNAN’ PPAF - Restios from the

fynbos of South Africa are gaining popularity in the US for thier
rush-like architectural foliage. This compact dwarf Aussie restio
offers many of the same benefits of the large restios in a smaller
package which makes it ideal for containers and smaller gardens.
Selected because it only grows to about half the size of the
species and a high degree of basal branching. For a “southern
plant”, handles a fair amount of shade, water, cold and frost.

$
CROP TIME:
1-gal:
3-gal:

SALES STRATEGY:

6-8 mos. from liners
9-12 mos. from liners

*depending on inputs & climate

Sold for it’s foliage, meaning a
sales window as big/long as your
season!

TM

Baloskion Feather Top
Leaf:

• Feathery linear-shaped leaves born on tightly

Habit:

• 24-30 in H x 12-18 in W; upright tussocks
• Compact & well-branched, dwarf form
• Zones 9-11; evergreen

Apps:

• Can be used in general landscape applications in

Bloom:

• Compact flowering spikes with brown bracts

clumped tussocks of culms giving the plant a
rush-like appearance.

both the western US and the Southeast. Use in
a shady to sunny spot of any garden. Works in
rain gardens and also in containers.

sit at or just above the foliage in spring and
summer.

Notables:

• LIKES - Moderate shade to full sun; moderate moisture
• DISLIKES - Extended dry periods or extreme cold.

Sales Niche:

• Foliage plant with a unique texture and a nice habit;

great for water gardens and other wet landscapes.

9 - 11
LANDSCAPE NICHE:

CONTAINER APP:

Use as a specimen or in groups in
wet or low lying areas that tend
to collect water. Great accent
plant near water features.

Absolutely! Best in mixed
containers that recieve regular
irrigation.
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